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1 IntroductionWe have developed a vision system that recognizes and tracks cars in hard real time fromsequences of gray-scale images taken from a moving car. Recognizing and tracking objects inimages taken by a moving camera (or a xed camera carried by a moving car) is much morechallenging than real-time tracking with a stationary camera. Not only is there motion ofthe objects in the images, but also relative motion between the camera, the objects, and theenvironment. Our method uses the relative motion between the camera-assisted car and itsenvironment to detect potential cars. To handle cases where there is little relative motion,our method searches for features that are typical for cars. Recognition of a car is veried ifan objective function yields a high value. The objective function denes how likely it is thatan object with certain parameters is a car. The objective function combines evaluation ofthe history of tracking a potential car with correlation of the potential car with a deformabletemplate of a car created on-line using the method described in Ref. [3].Various approaches for recognizing and/or tracking cars from a moving camera have beensuggested in the literature { for example, detecting symmetry [33, 29, 4], approximatingoptical ow [32, 13, 15, 22], exploiting binocular or trinocular stereopsis [23, 4, 26, 18],matching templates [26], and training a neural net [27]. Related problems are autonomousconvoy driving [31, 11], road detection and following [1, 2, 5{9, 12, 16, 19, 20, 23, 28], lanetransition [17], and image stabilization [25]. (Since some of these areas have been researchedextensively, we only refer to some of the more recent approaches.) There has also been workon tracking vehicles using stationary cameras (e.g., [21, 14, 10]). A collection of articles onvision-based vehicle guidance can be found in Ref. [24].Unlike some methods described in the literature, our vision system can track more thanone car at a time. In addition, it does not need any initialization by a human operator,but recognizes the cars it tracks automatically. Our method also does not rely on havingto estimate road parameters (as does Ref. [23]). Unlike other methods [4, 13, 22, 23, 26,27, 29, 32], our vision system processes the video data in real time without any specializedhardware. All we need is an ordinary video camera and a low-cost PC. Simplicity is the keyto the real-time performance of our method. We developed a system that is simple enough1
to be fast, but sophisticated enough to work robustly.We are interested in applications that improve trac safety for camera-assisted or vision-guided vehicles. Such vehicles must react to dangerous situations immediately. This requiresthe supporting vision system not only to be extremely fast, but also to be guaranteed to reactwithin a xed time frame. Therefore, we use a hard real-time system that can predict inadvance how long its computations take. Most of the related research aims at \virtual real-time" performance, i.e., fast processing without timing guarantees. In contrast, we utilizethe advantages of Maruti, a hard real-time operating system developed at the Universityof Maryland [30]. Maruti nds an ecient schedule for allocating resources to the variousprocesses that search for, recognize, and track the cars. Maruti's scheduling guarantees thatthe required deadlines are met. It reserves the required resources for each task prior toexecution.This paper is organized as follows. An overview of the vision system is given in Sec-tion 2. Section 3 summarizes the features of the hard real-time operating system that areimportant to our work. The component of our vision system that detects cars is describedin Section 4 and the component that tracks cars is described in Section 5. Section 6 reportsour experimental results and Section 7 summarizes our conclusions.2 Vision system overviewGiven an input of a video sequence taken from a moving car, the vision system outputs anon-line description of the locations and sizes of other cars in the images. This descriptioncould be used to estimate the positions of the cars in the environment and their distancesfrom the camera-assisted car.The vision system contains three main components: the car detector, the process co-ordinator, and the tracker. The system is illustrated in Figure 1. Once the car detectorrecognizes a potential car in an image, the process coordinator creates a tracking processfor each potential car and provides the tracker with information about the size and loca-tion of the potential car. For each tracking process, the tracker analyzes the history of thetracked areas in the previous image frames and determines how likely it is that the area2
in the current image contains a car. If it contains a car with high probability, the trackeroutputs the location and size of the hypothesized car in the image. If the tracked image areacontains a car with very low probability, the process terminates. This dynamic creation andtermination of tracking processes optimizes the amount of computational resources spent.
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position /sizeFigure 1: The hard real-time vision system for car detection and tracking.3 The hard real-time systemThe ultimate goal of our vision system is to provide a car control system with a sucient anal-ysis of its changing environment, so that it can react to a dangerous situation immediately.Whenever a physical system like a car control system depends on complicated computations,such as are carried out by our vision system, the timing constraints on these computationsbecome important. A \hard real-time system" guarantees { prior to any execution { thatthe system will react in a timely manner. In order to provide such a guarantee, a hardreal-time system analyzes the timing and resource requirements of each computation task.The temporal correctness of the system is ensured if a feasible schedule can be constructed.The scheduler has explicit control over when a task is dispatched.Our vision system utilizes the hard real-time system Maruti [30]. Maruti is a \dynamichard real-time system" that can handle on-line requests. It either schedules and executesthem if the resources needed are available, or rejects them. We implemented the processing ofeach image frame as a periodic task consisting of several subtasks (e.g., distant car detection,3
car tracking). Since Maruti is also a \reactive system," it allows switching tasks on-line. Forexample, our system could switch from the usual cyclic execution to a dierent operationalmode. This supports our ultimate goal of improving trac safety: The car control systemcould react within a guaranteed time frame to an on-line warning by the vision system whichmay have recognized a dangerous situation.The Maruti programming language is a high-level language based on C with additionalconstructs for timing and resource specications. Our programs are developed in the Marutivirtual runtime environment within UNIX. The hard real-time platform of our vision systemruns on a PC.4 Car recognitionThe input data of the vision system consists of image sequences taken from a moving car.The camera is mounted inside the car just behind the windshield. It takes images of theenvironment in front of the car, for example, the road, other cars, and trees next to the road.The task of the system is to distinguish the cars from other stationary and moving objects inthe images and recognize them as cars. This is a challenging task, because the continuouslychanging landscape along the road and the various lighting conditions that depend on thetime of day and weather are not known in advance. Recognition of objects that suddenlyenter the scene is dicult. Cars and trucks come into view with very dierent speeds, sizes,and appearances.To facilitate robust and fast recognition of cars, we distinguish between recognizing carsthat appear in the eld of view after having passed the camera from behind, and cars thatappear in the far distance in front of the camera. Once a car is recognized, it is tracked insubsequent image frames until it moves out of sight.4.1 Recognizing passing carsWhen other cars pass the camera-assisted car, they are usually nearby and therefore coverlarge portions of the image frames. They cause large brightness changes in such imageportions over small numbers of frames. We can exploit these facts to detect and recognize4
passing cars. The image in Figure 2(a) illustrates the brightness dierence caused by apassing car.
(a) (b)Figure 2: (a) A passing car is detected by image dierencing. (b) Two model images.Large brightness changes over small numbers of frames are detected by dierencing thecurrent image j frame from an earlier frame k and checking if the sum of the absolutebrightness dierences exceeds a threshold in an appropriate region of the image. Region Rof image sequence I(x; y) in frame j is hypothesized to contain a passing car ifXx;y2R jIj(x; y)  Ij k(x; y)j > where  is a xed threshold.The car motion from one image to the next is approximated by a shift of i=d pixels whered is the number of frames since the car has been detected, and i is a constant that dependson the frame rate. (For a car that passes the camera-assisted car from the left, for example,the shift is up and right, decreasing from frame to frame.)If large brightness changes are detected in consecutive images, a gray-scale template Tof a size corresponding to the hypothesized size of the passing car is created from a modelimage M using the method described in Ref. [3]. It is correlated with the image region Rthat is hypothesized to contain a passing car. The normalized sample correlation coecient ris used as a measure of how well region R and template image T correlate or match:r = pT Px;y R(x; y)T (x; y)  Px;yR(x; y) Px;y T (x; y)rpT Px;y R(x; y)2   Px;y R(x; y)2rpT Px;y T (x; y)2  Px;y T (x; y)2where pT is the number of pixels in the template image T that have nonzero brightnessvalues. The normalized correlation coecient is dimensionless, and jrj  1. Region R and5
template T are perfectly correlated if r = 1. A high correlation coecient veries that apassing car is detected. The model image M is chosen from a set of models that containsimages of the rear of dierent kinds of vehicles. The average gray-scale value in region Rdetermines which model M is deformed into template T (see Fig. 2(b)). Sometimes thecorrelation coecient is too low to be meaningful, even if a car is actually found (e.g.,r  0:2). In this case, we do not base a recognition decision on just one image, but insteaduse the results for subsequent images as described in the next sections.4.2 Recognizing distant carsCars that are being approached by the camera-assisted car usually appear in the far distanceas rectangular objects. Generally, there is very little relative motion between such cars andthe camera-assisted car. Therefore, any method based only on dierencing image frames willfail to detect these cars. Therefore, we use a feature-based method to detect distant cars.We look for rectangular objects by evaluating horizontal and vertical edges in the images.The horizontal edge map H(x; y; t) and the vertical edge map V (x; y; t) are dened by anite dierence approximation of the brightness gradient. Since the edges along the top andbottom of the rear of a car are more pronounced in our data, we use dierent thresholds forhorizontal and vertical edges (the threshold ratio is 7:5).
Figure 3: An example of an image with distant cars and its thresholded edge map.Due to our real-time constraints, our recognition algorithm consists of two processes, acoarse and a rened search. The rened search is employed only for small regions of theedge map, while the coarse search is used over the whole image frame. The coarse searchdetermines if the rened search is necessary. It searches the thresholded edge maps forprominent (i.e., long, uninterrupted) edges. Whenever such edges are found in some image6
region, the rened search process is started in that region. Since the coarse search takes asubstantial amount of time (because it processes the whole image frame), it is only calledevery 10th frame.In the rened search, the vertical and horizontal projection vectors v and w of thehorizontal and vertical edges H and V in the region are computed as follows:v = (v1; : : : ; vm; t) = ( mXi=1H(xi; y1; t); : : : ; mXi=1H(xi; yn; t); t)w = (w1; : : : ; wn; t) = ( nXj=1V (x1; yj; t); : : : ; nXj=1 V (xm; yj; t); t):Figure 4 illustrates the horizontal and vertical edge maps H and V and their projectionvectors v and w. A large value for vj indicates pronounced horizontal edges along H(x; yj; t).A large value for wi indicates pronounced vertical edges along V (xi; y; t). The threshold forselecting large projection values is half of the largest projection value in each direction;v = 12 maxfvij1  i  mg, w = 12 maxfwj j1  j  ng. The projection vector of thevertical edges is searched starting from the left and also from the right until a vector entryis found that lies above the threshold in both cases. The positions of these entries determinethe positions of the left and right sides of the potential object. Similarly, the projectionvector of the horizonal edges is searched starting from the top and from the bottom untila vector entry is found that lies above the threshold in both cases. The positions of theseentries determine the positions of the top and bottom sides of the potential object.To verify that the potential object is a car, an objective function is evaluated as follows.First, the aspect ratio of the horizontal and vertical sides of the potential object is computedto check if it is close enough to 1 to imply that a car is detected. Then the car template iscorrelated with the potential object marked by the four corner points in the image. If thecorrelation yields a high value, the object is recognized as a car. The system outputs thefact that a car is detected, its location in the image, and its size.5 Car recognition based on trackingThe previous sections described how vehicles can be recognized from a single image or fromtwo consecutive images. However, immediate recognition from one or two images is very dif-7
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)Figure 4: (a) An image with its marked search region. (b) The edge map of the image. (c)The horizontal edge map H of the image (enlarged). The column on the right displays thevertical projection values v of the horizontal edges computed for the search region markedin (a). (d) The vertical edge map V (enlarged). The row on the bottom displays thehorizontal projection vector w. (e) Thresholding the projection values yields the outline ofthe potential car. (f) A car template of the hypothesized size is overlaid on the image regionshown in (e); the correlation coecient is 0.74.
8
cult and only works robustly under cooperative conditions (e.g., enough brightness contrastbetween vehicles and background). Therefore, if an object cannot be recognized immediately,our system evaluates several image frames and employs its tracking capabilities to recognizevehicles.Figure 5 illustrates the tracking portion of our vision system. The process coordinatorcreates a separate tracking process for each potential car. It uses the initial parametersfor the position and size of the potential car that are determined by the car detector andensures that no other process is tracking the same image area. The tracker creates a \trackingwindow" that contains the potential car and is used to evaluate edge maps and templatesin subsequent image frames. In each frame a rened search within the tracking windowprovides new estimates of the outline of the potential car and uses them to determine thenew window boundaries. In every 10th frame a car template is created on-line and correlatedwith the object in the tracking window.In each frame, the objective function evaluates how likely it is that the object tracked is acar. It checks the credit and penalty values associated with each process. Credit and penaltyvalues are assigned depending on the aspect ratio, size, and, if applicable, correlation for thetracking window of the process. For example, if the normalized correlation coecient is largerthan 0.6 for a car template of  3030 pixels, 10 credits are added to the accumulated creditof the process, and the accumulated penalty of the process is set to zero. If the normalizedcorrelation coecient for a process is negative, the penalty associated with this process isincreased by 5 units. Aspect ratios between 0.7 and 1.4 are considered to be potential aspectratios of cars; 1{3 credits are added to the accumulated credit of the process (the numberincreases with the template size). If the accumulated credit is above a threshold (10 units)and exceeds the penalty, it is decided that the tracked object is a car. These values for thecredit and penalty assignments seem somewhat ad hoc, but their selection was driven bycareful experimental analysis. Examples of accumulated credits and penalties are given inthe next section in Figures 8 and 10.Once a car is recognized, it is tracked robustly, even if the rened window search describedin Section 4.2 does not nd the correct outline of the car. This may happen, for example, ifthe rear window of the car is mistaken to be the whole rear of the car due to thresholding9
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penalty smaller than creditFigure 5: Tracking process i.problems in the horizontal edge map. This can be determined easily, because the aspectratio of the rear window is much larger than the aspect ratios of the car in preceding imageframes. Thus, in the following image frame, the tracking window is adjusted by searchingalong the extended left and right side of the car for signicant vertical edges. In particular,the pixel values in the vertical edge map that lie between the left bottom corner of the carand the left bottom border of the window, and the right bottom corner of the car and theright bottom border of the window, are summed and compared with the corresponding sumon the top. If the sum on the bottom is signicantly larger than the sum on the top, thewindow is shifted towards the bottom (it still includes the top side of the car). Similarly,if the aspect ratio is too small, the correct positions of the car sides are found by searchingalong the extended top and bottom of the car for signicant horizontal edges.A window adjustment based on the aspect ratio is very useful for a number of reasons.10
First, it captures the outline of a car, even if the rened search encounters thresholdingproblems due to low contrast between the car and the environment. Second, it supportsrecognition of passing cars that are not fully contained within the tracking window. Third,it compensates for the up and down motion of the camera due to uneven pavement. Finally,it ensures that the tracker does not lose a car even if the road curves. Figure 6 illustratesthese cases and shows that, as a result of a shift of the tracking window, the cars are fullycaptured in the subsequent image frames.A tracked car is no longer recognized if the penalty exceeds the credit by a certain amount(3 units). The tracking process then terminates. A process also terminates if not enough sig-nicant edges are found within the tracking window for several consecutive frames (althoughthe credit may be much higher than the penalty as occurs in frame 200 in Figure 10). Thisensures that a window that tracks a distant car does not \drift away" from the car and starttracking something else.The process coordinator ensures that two tracking processes do not track objects thatare too close to each other in the image. This may happen if a car passes another car andeventually occludes it. In this case, the process coordinator terminates one of these processes.(For example, in Figure 9 process 1 is too close to process 2 in frame 41 and is terminated.)Processes that track unrecognized objects terminate themselves, if the objective functionyields low values for several consecutive image frames. This ensures that oncoming trac orobjects that appear on the side of the road, such as trac signs, are not falsely recognizedand tracked as cars (see, for example, process 0 in frame 4 in Figure 7).6 Experimental resultsOur data consists of more than 15,200 images taken by a video camera from a moving caron an American and a German highway. The images are evaluated in both hard and virtualreal time in the laboratory. Figures 7 and 9 show how three cars are recognized and trackedin two image sequences. The graphs in Figures 8 and 10 illustrate how the tracking processesare analyzed. Table 1 provides some of the results of our vision system for data that wasanalyzed in hard real time. The system recognized and tracked a black van for 47 seconds.11
Figure 6: In the rst row, the left and right corners of the car are found in the same positiondue to the low contrast between the sides of the car and background (rst image). Thevertical edge map resulting from this low contrast is shown in the second image. Signicanthorizontal edges (the horizontal edge map is shown in third image) are found to the left ofthe corners and the window is shifted to the left (fourth image).In the second row, the window shift compensates for a ten-pixel downward motion of thecamera due to uneven pavement.In the third row, the car passed underneath a bridge, and the tracking process is slowly\recovering." The tracking window no longer contains the whole car and its vertical edgemap is therefore incomplete (second image). However, signicant horizontal edges (thirdimage) are found to the left of the corners and the window is shifted to the left.In the last row, a passing car is tracked incompletely. First its bottom corners are adjusted,then its left side. 12
The duration of tracking is shorter for the other sequences, because the tracked cars quicklydisappear in the distance or are occluded by other cars. The hard real-time system doesnot provide control over exactly which image frame on the video tape is processed whenour vision system is started. Therefore, we obtain slightly dierent recognition and trackingresults each time our system is run. The timings in Table 1 are averages over 10 runs.Table 1: Hard Real-Time RecognitionVehicle Duration of Recognition and Trackingblack van 47 swhite mid-size car 1 8 swhite compact car 13 sstation wagon 13 swhite mid-size car 2 17 swhite car 13 sProcessing each image frame takes 98 ms on average in hard real time; thus, we achieve aframe rate of approximately 10.2 frames per second (NTSC: processing on average every thirdframe; PAL: processing on average every second or third frame). Note that the numbers areaverages, because some images are processed quickly (if only a small car is being tracked),while others take longer (e.g., if the complete image is searched). The average amount ofprocessing time is summarized in Table 2.Table 2: Average Computation Time for the German DataStep Image Area Timecomputing edge maps complete image 88 ms(every 10th frame)computing horizontal lines 35 msdierencing image frames window 1.2 msdetecting passing cars 19 msmatching templates (every 10th frame) 105 mstracking cars 2-35 msWe obtain two sets of results for the German highway data by visual inspection usingthe virtual runtime environment (see also Table 3). In the rst set every other frame isprocessed, and in the second set (given in parentheses) every eighth frame is processed. A13
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 10: Analysis of Sequence 2 (Fig. 9): The graphs at the left illustrate the y-coordinatesof the top and bottom and the x-coordinates of the left and right corners of the trackingwindows of processes 0, 1, and 2, respectively. The graphs at the right show the credit andpenalty associated with each process and whether the process has detected a car. As seenin the top graphs and in Fig. 9, process 0 tracks a trac sign that is falsely recognizedas the rst car in frames 34{66. In frame 200, process 1 terminates tracking the secondcar, because not enough signicant edges are found within window 1 for several antecedentframes (although the credits are much higher than the penalties).18
7 ConclusionsWe have developed and implemented a hard real-time vision system that recognizes andtracks multiple cars from sequences of gray-scale images taken from a moving car.To our knowledge, this is the rst attempt to recognize and track multiple vehicles froma moving car in hard real time that has been described in the literature. The hard real-timesystem is essential for our ultimate goal of improving trac safety. The control system of thecamera-assisted car must be able to react to an on-line warning by the vision system whichmay have recognized a dangerous situation. Such a reaction must meet timing deadlinesthat can only be guaranteed by a hard real-time system.Unlike several methods described in the literature, our vision system tracks more than onecar at a time, recognizes the cars automatically, and relies only on simple low-cost hardware,such as an ordinary video camera and a PC. Extensions of our work will address drivingsituations with dicult lighting conditions and congested trac.Our hard real-time vision system not only can be used to track vehicles, but also could beadapted to solve other motion analysis problems, for example, robot navigation or recognitionof moving people for surveillance purposes.AcknowledgmentWe thank the German Department of Transportation for providing the European data andProf. Ashok Agrawala and his group for support with the Maruti operating system.References[1] Reinhold Behringer. Detection of discontinuities of road curvature changes by GLR. InProceedings of the Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, pages 78{83, Detroit, MI, September1995.[2] Reinhold Behringer and Stefan Hotzel. Simultaneous estimation of pitch angle and lanewidth from the video image of a marked road. In Proceedings of the IEEE/RSJ/GI19
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